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WWW.HUSARCTIC.ORG RESPECTS YOUR PRIVACY!

Any personal information you provide us through the contact form or via email, including and similar
to your name, address, telephone number, and e-mail address will not be released, sold, or rented to
any third party.

External Sites
We are not responsible for the content of any external internet site, even if we have linked to content
on external sites. You are advised to read the privacy policy of external sites before disclosing any
personal information.

Cookies & Tracking
A "cookie" is a small data text ﬁle that is placed in your browser. This site uses cookies and some
might have already been set. The cookies we use are essential for parts of the site to operate and to
increase the site performance, e.g. by allowing us to recognize you each time you visit this site and to
load your preferences. Cookies themselves do not contain any personal information, and we don't use
cookies to collect personal information.
This site uses Piwik for creating visitor statistics. Piwik gathers anonymous data of how people are
using a site, e.g. details of page views etc. We do not use tracking to gather personal information of
our visitors. The statistics we get help us to optimize the page and to discover errors (e.g. broken
links). If you do not want your visit being tracked, you can opt out of being tracked by Piwik on
husarctic.org at the bottom of this page. If you have set the "do-not-track" option in your browser, this
step is not necessary.
Please be aware, that cookies may also be used by 3rd party content providers such as through social
media features or comment functions, for which we disclaim any responsibility.

Remember The Risks Whenever You Use The Internet
While we do our best to protect your personal information, we cannot guarantee the security for the
transmission of any information you submit to us, and you are solely responsible for maintaining the
secrecy of any passwords or other account information. In addition, other Internet sites or services

that may be accessible through www.husarctic.org [1] have separate data and privacy practices
independent of us, and therefore we disclaim any responsibility or liability for their policies or actions.
Please contact those vendors and others directly if you have any questions about their privacy
policies. For any other information regarding www.husarctic.org [1] you can use the contact form [2] to
contact us.
If you generally do not want to be tracked or surf more anonymously, we recommend to set the "donot-track" option in your web browser. Additionally we highly recommend to use browser plugins for
script blocking (such as ghostery, or noscript), anonymous proxy servers, or an anonymity network
like TOR. Note that browsing more anonymously does not necessarily mean that you browse more
secure. If you want to increase security we recommend to access web content through SSL
connections. You can access our website also by using https://www.husarctic.org [3].
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